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Co-
rrespondence

In the past few years the spondaic adjective-noun combination long
poem has become a single noun, longpoem, in Len Fulton's directory
of small magazines and presses; indeed, a longpoem is a separate entity
in the notations on what the magazines are looking for. This, along
with the change in stress pattern (the fixed recessive stress accent
phenomenon comes into play) from spondee or slightly iambic to
trochee, demands that we think of the longpoem as a new word, a new
genre. I've not yet seen anyone spell out the difference between poem
or poetry and longpoem (longpoetry?), but then we really don't have
much of a criticism in these days of enormous strides in our art.

My personal feeling is that the development of this genre has a
mechanical/economic basis. For years I've heard poets who have writ-
ten poems of more than three pages complain about how difficult they
were to get published. The difficulty, of course, came from the limita-
tions of space and money on the part of magazine publishers. The only
answer was to bring a new term into existence (a tactic long under-
stood by educationists and sociologists) and with the term proclaim a
new idea to convince "thanateditors" to publish the new. In other
words, the Americanization of poetry or "Have it your way."

Wendell Berry, writing in The Hudson Review ("The Specialization
of Poetry," Spring, 1975) complains of the increased specialization or
fragmentation of poetry since John Crowe Ransom analyzed the prob-
lem for his generation of poets. He sees in the new genre of the poet
interview (poetinterview?) a manifestation of "one of the oldest doc-
trines of the specialist-poet . . . [who] has made virtually a religion
of his art, a religion based not on what he has in common with other
people, but on what he does that sets him apart from them . . . ."
Berry sees this specialization essentially in the poet's concern for his
language to "form a sense of his own reality" to the exclusion of poetry
as part of a dialogue between the writer and the world. Quoting Mark
Strand ("I have the feeling that I am a metaphor for my own being"),
James Dickey ("In order to create poetry, you make a monster out of
your own mind") and others, he concludes that "The world, then, is
usable for poetry only after it has been totally subsumed in the self."
Berry also observes (which is germane to this essay) that "literary talk
nowdays seems remarkable for its lack of interest in tradition. The
poets in the interviews are pre-occupied with the new, with the modern
world and modern times." His comment on the danger of this over-
emphasis on language to create a world of self is worth a long
quotation:

In relation to the world, the specialization of poetry is exactly
analogous to the specialization of religion. Putting exclusive em-
phasis upon a world of words has the same result as putting ex-
clusive emphasis upon heaven: it leads to, and allows, and abets
the degradation of the world. And it leads ultimately to the
degradation of art and religion. Renunciation of the world may
sustain religious or artistic fervor for a while, but sooner or later
it becomes suicidal.



Berry's analysis is sound, I think, but there are other, more pop,
considerations to be made on the question as well. Poets are using
specialization, it would seem, to bring the world into their world via
causes, cults, and gimmickry. Like the romantics of over a century ago,
they want the recognition of the world for their alienation from it.
Shelley can complain in his "Stanzas Written in Dejection, Near
Naples" that no heart could "share in my emotion," but yet the poem
is there, hoping to bring people in. Well, the American way is speciali-
zation, and if we want, as Berry suggests, a specialization in self and
language and want someone to share in our emotion, we might just
specialize a little more.

Paging through Fulton's catalogue of magazines and book publishers,
we find specialists not only in longpoems, but lesbianism, gay lib,
ecology, sexuality generally, women's lib, the Irish, or you name any
pop political cause, and you've got a magazine that specializes in it.
There are formal and aesthetic causes as well: concrete, surreal, con-
fessional, et al. Herbert Hendin, a psychoanalyst, in an essay ("The
Bevolt Against Love," Harpers, August, 1975) on sexual difficulties of
young people sees that "society is now moving further toward the
politicization of feeling. The tendency is for individuals to make their
problems collective, to find others with similar problems, and to blame
the cause of all their woes on others. Anguish thus becomes converted
into a series of rallying cries.'"

It is probably true that many poets write different things and select
specialized magazines that fit a particular poem, but one wonders how
close a relationship exists between many lietrary magazines and their
causes and what Hendin asserts in the following:

What were once personal choices are now causes, proselytized as
the wave of the future. Gay lib is the attempt to shift homosexu-
ality into a problem of social persecution. Some people who are
confused about their sexual preferences claim that their fragmenta-
tion is freedom and call for the institutionalization of bisexuality.
People who do not want to have children form the National Or-
ganization of Non-Parents, elect a nonmother of the year, and
claim they have been persecuted by the dominant culture that
stresses marriage and parenthood.

Traditionally the poet's job has been to bring some sort of order out of
chaos, but Dickey, at least, seems to want to make a "monster" out of
his own mind—which, I presume, is where his poetry comes from.

I suggested that cults, too, seemed to be a way of bringing the world
into the little world of the poet. Writing in Saturday Review last year,
the British poet Edward Lucie-Smith asserted that "depending on
where he lives and works, the poet can be scapegoat, guerrilla, or dis-
sident," and that "People are . . . more interested in poets—in their
love lives, their political passions, their eccentricities—than their
poetry." The scapegoats are those who are confessionalist (or of the
suicide school like Lowell, Plath, Berryman, and Sexton). The guerril-
las are those of the Third World, most obvious in South America, who
often may give their lives for a cause and therefore become myth-
ological characters. In our world, Lucie-Smith writes, "the dissident
poet either lives under a repressive regime and becomes a symbol of
opposition to its repression, or he lives in a democracy and tries to act
as the spur of a sluggish popular conscience."



Well, take for example the cultism that has developed around John
Berryman in the past few years. We have, indeed, a quarterly journal
called John Berryman Studies in which twenty-one essays on that
poet appeared in the 1975 volume. In the older, wealthier suburbs in
southern California, the neat little buildings that housed the Browning
societies of the early part of this century are still in evidence, though
no longer used for the purpose for which they were intended. There
is probably a parallel here.

I needn't dwell too much on gimmickry. We all know of the Na-
tional Endowment's concern for the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings among the young, the car cards with poems in the buses of
several cities, and placards in banks and other public places. But the
most arresting of gimmicks is from page fifty-four of Fulton's catalogue
for 1974-75, and it will serve as a summation of what has turned out to
be a fairly long introduction to the principal subject of this essay:

THE DIAL-A-POEM LP, Giorno Poetry Systems, John Giorno,
222 Bowery, New York, NY 10012. Poetry. LP records of solid
gold poetry readings in dynamite short selections with 40 poets in
each 2-record album. The Dial-A-Poem Poets LP. GPS, 001, 1972.
The Dial-A-Poem Poets DISCONNECTED, GPS, 003, 1974.
$6.98/ea. COSMEP, CCLM, Third World, Women, Black, Gay.

The effect of all this specialization and subspecialization, it would
seem, is to straiten an art that has from its beginning aimed at the
liberation of Keats' nightingale. Indeed, perhaps the new freedom from
rime, rhythm, and structure has paradoxically imposed upon us stric-
tures of subject matter and feeling that may emasculate the art in our
generation.

Take religious poetry. There is a dearth of it in our little magazines
and literary journals, unless, of course, one considers some references
now and then to Eastern religions, but even that has to be considered
in part cultism. I am speaking of our cultural religion, the Judaic-
Christian tradition (and I realize that that last word has taken on
pejorative connotations since the rejection of an earlier group of poets
in this century). To my knowledge no magazine specializes in religious
poetry, which is probably as it should be, but few publish any at all.
It is true that one finds some religious poetry in Commonweal and The
Christian Century, but these journals do not exist for poetry any more
than Esquire does. We have the work of Dan Berrigan and Brother
Antoninus (now William Everson), of course, and we did have Thomas
Merton. But these are people of the cloth and perhaps are excused into
the stream of contemporary poetry by virute of their professions.

Maybe poets aren't writing religious poetry. If they aren't, there are
a couple of reasons. First, in our society religion is something of an
embarrassment to the intellectual or causal sort. Secondly, there has to
be an embarrassment existing among poets stemming from centuries of
bad religious verse of Hallmark quality. Finally, the churches are in a
dreadful state.

The first reason is a back-and-forth thing. The strait gate of con-
temporary culture pushes the poet away from certain areas of thought
and feeling. Or, if a poet has a religious poem he has to get out, he
finds it difficult to publish.

The second difficulty, that of the Hallmark pietistic syndrome,



should not bother much. Religious poetry has the same problem as love
poetry: "How do I love thee? Let me count the ways"—"Are you walk-
ing with me, Jesus?" But we still find some excellent love poetry. Any-
way, this should not be a concern to the good poet.

The third problem, the bad state of institutionalized religion, is per-
haps a very strong reason for the dearth of religious poetry or its pub-
lication if is is written. The Catholics have turned the Mass into some-
thing less than transcendental with guitar strumming and community
singing (the very worst of lyrics and even worse translations from the
Latin), the American Anglicans are in the process of de-languagizing
The Book of Common Prayer, and Christianity has generally opted for
relevance to the point where religion is becoming irrelevant. It is
probably true that the fall of Christianity in the current world is in a
large part clue to the lack of interest in art on the part of churches. It is
interesting to note that during the Renaissance the Church was the
patron of the arts; now that we are beyond baroque, the government
has become the patron of the arts (which should give one pause,
especially when we remember that the first real funding for the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts came during the Nixon administra-
tion— but then there was Pope Julius as well). Milton saw the same
problem in "Lycidas":

Blind mouths! that scarce themselves know how to hold
A sheephook, or have learned ought else the least
That to the faithful herdman's art belongs!
What recks it them? What need they? They are sped;
And when they list, their lean and flashy songs
Grate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw
The hungry sheep look up. and are not fed,
But swoln with wind, and the rank mist they draw,
Rot inwardly, and foul contagion spread....

Milton, of course, gave us Paradise Lost and Regained and Samson
Agonistes after the sheep-hooks were returned to those with the scran-
nel pipes. The answer is that the institutional church doesn't matter to
a poet any more than it or Pope Julius really did to Michelangelo as he
gave us The Last Judgment. On the other hand, I once heard one of
Yale's younger poets declare that he would like to see poets reading
their things on the late night shows (the vespers of our culture?). Just
think: "Johnny Carson & Peter Klappert! First time together!"

Why the concern? First, religious poetry draws upon an area of
knowledge which we still to a greater or lesser degree have in common,
and it ties the new to a tradition in our culture. This is hardly true in
any other area; our schools stress the social sciences (with the exclusion
of history, of course) and have stressed education itself as a discipline,
so that education has become the subject matter of education—i.e., the
concern on the part of the schools is with "teaching" (motivation, be-
havior modificaiton), not with knowledge. This is why our high school
and even college graduates do not hold a body of literary knowledge.
On the elementary and secondary levels, "reading development" ex-
perts advocate porno and comic books as a "way to stimulate interest
in reading." The average college graduate, if he reads any literature at
all, does not have the body of knowledge that the English and Ameri-
can literature surveys used to give him. A case in point is a marvelous
book-length poem (still in manuscript) by William Sylvester that has
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to be one of the funniest things I've ever read—the Red Cross Knight
is metamorphosed into a slightly fag cowboy in our wild west. But
where is the audience that has read Spenser? For the time being, at
any rate, we have to admit that there is little cultural knowledge that
our world holds in common, which perhaps has led in a large part to
many poets' adoption of the concept of the spider in Swift's The Battle
of the Books, who claims that he is a "domestic animal, furnished with
a native stock within myself. This large castle. . . is all built with my
own hands, and the materials extracted altogether out of my own
person."

On the other hand, most people in our culture of specialization have
had some connection with the Bible and with liturgy. It is quite pos-
sible that, however slight in many individuals, it is the only coherent
body of knowledge left that we do hold in common. It may be argued
that if one is going to be new, he must at least avoid the completely
obvious in scripture and liturgy. This is possibly true, but if the poet
draws upon obscure saints, cults, aspects of a liturgy, or passages from
scripture, let him use footnotes. Indeed, with the state of learning in
our society, I think we should resort to footnotes for any subject or
image that we feel is probably not within the ken of our readers. Cer-
tainly if the poem demands allusions to Jivatma and Atma, a footnote
quoting the Upanishads is in order. Whatever our response to "The
Wasteland," going through the footnotes Eliot provided was, as they
say, an enriching experience.

It follows, naturally, that because the religious tradition provides us
with a huge and rich storehouse of imagery, symbols, allusions and the
like, it can also provide us with a distance necessary to come to terms
with the emotional concern of a poem, which does not necessarily
have to be either orthodox or dominantly religious in theme. Donne, a
prime example, does far more to give us an insight into coitus with his
canonization of lovers than Masters and Johnson could ever hope to
with all their science. Distance is often eschewed by contemporary
poets, but I have to hold with Swift and Berry that the spider inter-
view concept cannot give us even as much hope as Wilbur derives from
Charlotte's web—there is more hope in the wax and honey of bees.

Finally, of course, if the poet or editor is a gambler like Pascal, a
religious poem now and then (not a religiouspoem) might do him
some good.

ROBERT McGovERN

"Correspondence" is a special feature projected for each issue of the
HIRAM POETRY REVIEW. Manuscripts for this feature will be
considered by invitation only.

Ed.
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ROAD CLOSED

The cemetery hill road is closed.
The Town won't keep it up.
The scraper skipped it, the road crew
leaves it to be gullied by the rain, and overgrown
by any grass that's tough enough to take it,
as years ago the Town
let the burial ground go back
to tree roots and myrtle and animal burrows,
pioneer Starks and Thurstons kept
in perpetual neglect. At last
we leave our dead alone.
We let the cropland go.
Stripped of trees to the gullies,
it thickens a pelt of weeds.
There's no one to harrow the mustard,
to plough the milkweed under
or see it burst, haloed in frost and sun,
no one to judge the dwindling apple
better than sumac, or mark out the hardwoods.
Like a pointer bitch with pups,
the land licks up its rot.
Underbrush comes back, browse for deer;
birds follow trees,
and where there's bloom, bees.
Woodpeckers groom a maple.
Tent caterpillars spin unsprayed.
Hawk-kill and windfall are food,
no more. Wind and ice
are the only deciders of symmetry,
survival makes do for grace.

LINDA ALLARDT
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A FORMER LIFE

A narrow cobbled street:
my house with the slate roof
and upstairs rooms with fireplaces.
I'm looking down on the gaslights
paling in the street: dawn, cool air,
the footsteps of the Watch.
I hear my youngest daughter
coughing up the last of illness.
My son is downstairs, preparing
the stove, hot water for his tea.
Soon he will go to the shop,
his work as apprentice: the fine
tools; the ridged detail of silver;
snuff boxes; plates that will be
heirlooms; memorial cups.
Back in bed, I lean against my wife,
face the ceiling. In this life,
I sleep on the left side of the bed,
my left hand is missing a middle finger,
my two daughters have dark eyes,
my wife is a large woman
who loves music and my tenor voice.

JOHN ALLMAN



CORRESPONDENCES
(September in the mountains)

When red stars glow ruddier—
Antares a ruby
in the scorpion's armor,
Arcturus a copper eye—

look along the ground
for red leaves replying:
five-pointed wild geranium,
grape holly strawberry
leaf fruit & tendril.

Look at your own hands
chapped in the first frost

& the campfire dying.

JANE AUGUSTINE
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WITH CRAIG AT HOMESTEAD FIELD

Sun and leaves make leopards
on the grass. Blue clouds
come from China and the wind
is blowing always in
when you shoot baskets
at the chain-net hoop.
Two softball fields
mark the wide margins
of our lives, empty
with possibilities, like summer
to an eight-year-old.
Homestead's your turf—
yours, and a little mine.
The park girl plays her radio
too loud. Women my age,
brown graceful knees,
play tennis on the hill.
Their wrist-bands make me sweat.
Girlish giggles from the swings.
Oldies but goodies, the dj says.
Leopards roll like kittens
in the grass where
some young mother keeps
walking away, theme up,
the slowest fade-out ever filmed,
the ending bitter sad for sure.
Your quick shot rattles
down the net. You're right.
It's not our movie and this field,
kept up for children, named by men,
is Homestead, where home is,
also a verb. Hot as July,
you leave the ball to bounce,
splash off across the afternoon,
end in rings of merry-go-round.

RICHARD BLESSING
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THE SHOT THAT NEARLY KILLED MY
GREAT-GRANDMOTHER

She heard it making
the sounds guns make
the screw and gawk of bolts

but could not have made much of it.
She stood while the rocker
came and went without her

and the bullet went through the wall.

Later the hole in the wall
healed like skin. The hardest
touch could not detect it.

But the hole in the window
stayed for decades the way it was that moment with
the stink of horse-hair plaster in the air

the view spidered around the perfect
hole that marked the path
through the rungs of the rocker

across Arrow Highway to the San Bernadinos
where the desert begins.

MICHAEL CADNUM
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HEARING AN OLD SONG AGAIN

You dont have to tell me that.
That was "As Time Goes By."
And I know it was a great song
and once warmed up all
the cold kitchens and parlors
in this wind-bitten town.
I used to be happy
as day-old chickens
peeping in a splash of sun-dust
when I'd hear that love tune
on my daddy's new Philco.
But later I'd remember the girl
who used to say to me,
her arm around my neck,
"That's our song, lover,
and dont you forget it."
Then, just like that,
she moved away to Sioux Falls,
and I never saw her again.
That was "As Time Goes By."
You dont have to tell me that.

DAVE ETTER
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SURVIVOR

a young girl survived the crash
of a jet liner on the Brazil coast

Pinwheeling in your seat,
your belt still fastened, you knew
the wind as more than wildest
dreams, slick as the bellied sea.

You landed and waked in the jungle.
Out of the chair you wormed
your mother, and dug her under.
You marked her with a root.

The others were past dead,
you couldn't touch their weak heads.
As though it were snowing on a great plain,
you were the one warm figure,

a dark stem talking to the air.
The sound of steady growing
did not matter. You wanted to say
why you were like a seed

blown perilous and whole
to the hot incredible green
earth. You ripened through your spine.
They saw you from their craft,

your snarled eyes quizzical,
your hair uncommon yellow
and limbs loose, petals of your face
too open; your wilting elemental.

CAHOL FROST
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RIBBONS AND DOLPHINS
for Margaret Bliss

You rode your green bicycle
around the house
until you crashed into the wall
and then came in
to sit on the washer,
talking of converting
the Christians to fornication,
the one true religion.

I think of you
not as you were the day
your father came to drag
you home, down three flights,
for Christmas,
but sliding the bannister
those full three flights,
your hair flying,
Cointreau in your hand,
on your lips,
and your married lover
waiting at the door.

That crazy man your father
has shrunken, a tame cat now.
He says you live in Boston
and like it,
but I know you live in the dream
riding the dolphin,
ribbons in your hair
and everything flying.

LAUREL GINTER
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NATIONAL MUSEUM, COPENHAGEN, 1974

She lay in unlidded sleep,
hands crossed on chest, yellow hair
streaming upon her shoulders;
gold bracelets round her wrists,
on the small-boned fingers gold rings,
circling her waist a wide gold girdle
gathered in the rough brown folds of
the homespun robe long even to the
fine unshod feet. The bone structure
of her head, her white teeth, perfect;
her limbs, a purity of line.

Wrapped in the silence of
two thousand years, this huge log
her coffin, its core painstakingly
hollowed out to receive her,
she had been buried at nineteen
with sorrowing care, preserved thus
in a Danish bog through oddly
stretched-out time.

I had not thought a skeleton
could be beautiful.

MAY HARDING
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CATATONIC

Great Uncle Jess moved six times
in the last span of his life,
and each move tried to end it:
a pistol once,
five times his dead wife's mirror
broken to a new bright edge.
Before the blood was staunched
he would lie straight out
stiff as a hay prong
and return to his furious respose.

Something softened him the last year.
At Thanksgiving he spoke to us
like a man
not yet accustomed to his tongue.
At Christmas he remembered our names.
By February he had caught
the chill that killed him.
And as I was very young
when he lay on the white bed
holding a medicine glass
to his chest like a charm
or a little warming sun,
I asked why he had been still
for all the years.

He raised the glass above his head,
squeezed till it broke,
still squeezing till the shards
cut through his hand
and there was blood, glass,
blood and glass
and the scrape of my feet
trying to move.

DAVID HOPES
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URIAH TILDEN'S FIELD

In '29 the ploughland went to meadow.
Wild grass at first,
duckweed, draggled lettuce,
light crossed by leaves
like fissures in old glass.
In the first '30's, thistles,
hard star of jimson,
sprouts of brambles
climbing, killing.

One bad year
fire came downwind:
white cloud from cattails
burning flat to the creek,
red twining red vine,
hardback crackling like combed hair.

Before frost
hawthorne shoots out new leaf,
green on the black rind.

That coverless, burnt winter
the mice, the rabbits died:
seeds of trees uneaten in a stark land.

That spring,
breaking stone,
turning back black earth,

that summer,
tree cloud low in air;
grass dies back yellow.
Aspen. Sassafras.
Towhee watching in brindled space.

Each year the dark green
darker, greener.
Tulip.
Oak.
When the tanager came,
it was accomplished.

DAVID HOPES
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"NAIL-PULLER"

Cirrus slick as pan grease
Slip on the town,
Cloud cover, cistern lid,
A fibrous
Algal scuff
Like that against whose pond-drift
The minnow feeds easy
As a starlet
In a hand mirror.

It was through such sky
I saw first
A moon the upridge folk call the "nail-puller",
Named so for
That hammerclaw
They claimed scrivened lattices
Of light, fine as the weave of storebought trousers,
Sent graveyards into
Tideswell, pried back
Here and there a casket top
Of one most recently laid.

It is twenty days now
Since a woodpecker has awakened me
With its saprap
In the old elm.

Under what bonerow has that quick mallet gone?
I look out,
Squint like an upridger,
Following a last strand of braided hair
Back under the snaggle tombed lawn.

THOMAS JOHNSON
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PINCH OF SNUFF

Breezes sulk on their knees
Like underpaid gardeners,
Pumice with humid palms
Each of six hundred tulips
Driven hard
As tent stakes around the waist
Of the funeral parlor.

Behind stiff arcs
Of greenery, the limousines
Mope
Heavy as Angus
Huddled between feedings.

Inside the chapel
A fly lays its eggs on the goldleaf
Of the mourners' register,
Circles the frowzy
Plaster Mary
Who stares out a side window
Past the short-order kitchens
To where sky
Churns like an oilspill, drains off
Toward evening, its pallor
Etched with glyphs
Of factory fires.

All that remains of the priest's voice
Is the word "dust"
Pulled from the air
Simple
As a pinch of snuff.

More than these lines
I wanted to give you
That syllable
Heard among eight candles, that
Taste
We carry of each other

Neither sweet nor redolent
Between cheek
And gum.

THOMAS JOHNSON
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ANOTHER DROWNING

The ocean seemed to rise that afternoon,
loosening roots,
pulling grasses from the dunes.
I could hear the sand
breathing, as water filled its pores.
Longer than a month I'd waited
for the tide to draw you in.

You described a country
underneath the sea,
showed me souvenirs:
a lobster claw, shell fragments,
and the spine of an ancient fish
embedded in a flat gray stone.

Words floated from your mouth
as leaves ride on a river,
your eyes streamed,
your skin was taut from water
pressing from inside.
Bits of seaweed were laced among your fingers,
silver minnows flashed in your hair.

We settle in a place away from oceans,
the last tracks of salt on your body
have dried and disappeared.
We place a jar of desert flowers on the shelf
where once your brittle
treasures were displayed.
An arid wind is blowing,
heat turns the earth to powder,
sucks the moisture from our tongues.

I watch you moving in the kitchen.
A square of sunlight
glides across your cheek.
Standing flat against the wall, you shiver.
Pools of water gather at your feet,
and where the sun has traveled on your face
I see it glisten.
I wonder how I can forestall
another drowning.

MARY LONNBERG
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THE CAREFUL DREAMER

He would not throw the dice of dreams
but planted them patiently in a silt-smooth
hill of sleep. Every number came up:
the three of forgiveness and the green five,
the family eleven, the perfectly branching ten.
With his love he tended, even mothered them,
but the day came when the six of remorse
flowered and split the hands of twelve.
At the edge of morning, two was pale as fish.
"There is no baby, no baby, no baby,"
sang the seven at her midwives' chant.
"There is no baby, a bandy, a pound of tea."

GEORGE ELLA LYON
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THE HELIUM BALLOON
(for Jonesy)

It got away from you
because you wanted it to,

dwindled to a blue point
beside the sun, went out.

You said where did it go,
the question a comment,

but I had to answer
it's hot up there, gases

expand, balloons pop,
feathery bits of rubber

fall into the sea,
but believers never listen,

anyway, you didn't really ask,
and even now a great blue disc

rises over Russia like the moon.

JANET McCANN
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FIRE KITES

Long ago, on nights like this,
when the lake was flat black solid,
invisible, except where lights from the other side
lay on the surface like fine spun fishing lines,
the children came begging paper, pins and matches,
our permission, to build and fly the flaming fire kites.

Fire kites were single sheets of newsprint,
corners pinned, enclosing air within a paper husk.
When lit correctly, as they always were, they rose high
into the dark and humid night, lighting children's faces,
causing breath-held hush to fall on all of us.
When the pin burned free, the kite raised wings
and hovered, challenging the dark with soundless flame.

On nights like this,
when the lake is soft black velvet, nearly flat,
I take a paper, pins and matches to the sandy shore
to build and light one fragile fire kite.
There are no children left to fly the craft
and I have need to see the burning ash descend,
red lace carbon flakes of glowing wings
drifting over water, cooling, dim,
like tissue-thin black final birds
come to spend a final night by me.

NAT J. NELSON



PAROCHIAL SCHOOL

I

Before school
the choir boys,
white-topped and black-skirted,
walk out from the church.
Dressed like small priests,
they laugh and push,
tripping over their skirts,
frightening a pompous pigeon.
The winter morning
is bright and blue.

II

It stands hunched
beside the church.
Old brick,
red and sooty.
Three stories
arched around tall windows.
Cramped into the city
beside a small, hard
playing lot.

IV

After school
the Catholic boys,
in uniforms and ties,
throw snowballs
(with uncatholic noise)
at walls, each other,
and the sky.

Shouting at
the cold surprise
of snow in hair
and face and eyes,
they close in for
the laughing blow
and let each movement
show
they know
who made the snow
and why.

ARTHUR POWERS

III

The nuns are strict,
their ways old-fashioned

(the children laugh
between the classes)

discipline,
and prayers and masses.

(the children talk,
playing; they call)

The nuns are strict,
their ways old-fashioned

(reaching each other
in the long, gray hall)

their brittle lives
are old, old-passion'd.
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WALKING

I was walking down the street
and all these men and all these women
were hanging from their windows
some were standing on the ledges
of hotels and bars
a few had hit the ground
they were all screaming
and waving their hands like flags
I hollered as I walked beneath them
"Don't one of you silly bastards land on me"
and they hooted and started throwing ropes down
the sides of all those buildings
they started coming down and they looked mean
the barber had his scissors and a pain in his eyes
the woman in her nightgown with blue butterflies
folded her arms against her big breasts
when her feet touched down
the cop had a gun and a goddamned Indian
was whipping down with a knife in his mouth
I started looking around at all those buildings
and all those men and all those women
coming down
and I took my pen out of my shirt pocket and started running
out of that town

LEN ROBERTS
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PARAPLEGIC
(March 3, 1976)

Hearing thunder she called
Her terrier home.
Wind slammed the door
Against her wheel chair
And she fell
Away from every help.

Sleet and lightning broke
The town all night. We found
Her covered thick with ice.
Her face had frozen to the stairs.
We touched her gleaming cast
The one invisible till now

The one she always wore.

DEL, SNELLER
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THE IMPORTANCE OF POTATOES

Kruschev was three quarters potato

Handel was almost a purebred
and Beethoven was one occasionally
like when he first decided to use
kettledrums for the melody

Before his death, Charlemagne
ordered Einhard to trace
descent of the royal line
to the potato fields of Metz

Potatoes have no real
connection with Ireland or Idaho:
they just tend to make
the best of a bad deal

Drunken potatoes are lots of fun
I smile every time I
hear them laughing in darkened supermarkets

Though most potatoes love Ballet
and find good dancing brilliantly
erotic, they freely admit
that any of them would
look stupid doing it

It is no surprise to anyone with
a farm or garden to learn that
potatoes adore the moon
and fantasize often about
flying there on vacation, rolling
around in the soil of that great
Inverse Potato
all cool and white white over dark

RICK STANSBERGER
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BEGINNING WITH A HARMONY BY BACH

the aroma of rich coffee clean
old libraries an ancient tobacconist
as if it were colors like sunrise
from the nave of a cathedral

london is no place for it the movements
are too quick for the grit & fog still
the music belongs in a great city
one free of iniquities demands purity

the music demands a hearing
in a place that is the beginning of religions
beginning of all beginnings
it must start louder than armies
& finish in whispers it must
sound the alarm of death

R D SWETS

MEDICINE POUCH

in the red sand
mark with a feather
lightning & earth sign
water & snake sign
the cunning medicine
power over birds
power of the mountains
power of corn & bear
life medicine cunning medicine

in my pouch are the feathers
& the stones bonedust blood
power of the earth & animals
the words the sun & moon
move as they are spoken
power of time & season
death medicine

R D SWETS
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AFTERCLAPS

Explorer: I traveled on ahead
to mark the path with signs
letting you know it would
be strange with bloody trees
and restless vines, a flood
of birds. But who can wait
for you? I'm sending back
two parrots and a map.

Lois V. WALKER
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UNSEEN BEAST

You recite the fray-place clear:
storm-struck ness forest night
fen-path ghastly through moor-mist
down rime-hoar crag to the black tarn
bottomless where blue flame beckoned
till the quench of welling-up blood

But the battle-ground lies nearer
wierder where you warred

And no word to flesh out the monster
whose slaughter hewed your fame

Mute Not to screen our eyes
from slime and fire
but to shield yourself
from a new murder-rush of the always-victor
even on the wolf-slope of memory

Each hearer in his own cave
shakes at the shape of his own horror

You blur your words to circle
a false boast with shadows that evade question
avoid detail to accuse

Your silence denies the near name
of the beast

CARL WOODS
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Reviews and so Forth
County Pleasures, by John Gill, The Crossing Press, 1975. $4.95.
Dead Horse Table, by Don Welch, Windflower Press (IV, 4 of The New Salt

Creek Reader) 1975. $2.95.

If I call John Gill and Don Welch "nature poets," what happens? Do you
think of the precisely observed detail, the celebration of the organism within the
basic matter-of-factness of the reportage—of commentary on human love and death,
and perhaps the elegiac suggestion of transcendence or re-birth? Perhaps these are
some of the qualities nature poetry has had which hold on in this century. John
Gill's Country Pleasures is in the modern nature poetry tradition, particularly in the
clarity of its images and language, and in the broad range of its subjects, but
distinctly ancient in its view of pastoral as mythic. Gill's vision involves sex and
worship as necessary concomitants to the recognition of the thingness of the objects
represented. He is doing, then, what W. C. Williams refused to do, possibly in re-
sistance to the cornier kinds of transcendentalism in his literary experience. Gill
sometimes slips into the old "jetting-seed-into-earth's-waiting-womb" formula, pro-
viding embarrassment for sophisticates. Thus moments of flatness, triteness appear
in Gill's poems, but happily with no great frequency. Here's a passage which, I sub-
mit, begins well, but ends in something like banality:

. . . spring is so begrudging it hurts my chest
everyone is sad

their breath lists into a strange lament
the world will come

but the birth is hard the pangs agonizingly slow, (from "3-16-66")
Far more typically, though, Gill shows originality in his treatment of the mythic,
as in this passage from "Long Time No":

the frontiers keep changing
it's white roses in late September
blooming in the ditch
dead skin from the underworld
hand of a queen or a beautiful witch
rising out of the ground
not that you'd want to fall on her breast
she is odorless/ tired/ not-to-be-touched
not enticing a bit. . . .
It should be added that there are many poems in Country Pleasures in

which the mythic sense is not prominent, and some very nice pieces describing
people—I especially like "Mr. Sims Comes Home." about a marital relationship.
Still, the heart of the matter is the presence in their manifestations of "Priapus,
Diana, Dame Nature." It gives me some pleasure, if no consolation, to think that
they're around as they have been, while we struggle and celebrate in the late
autumn of our world.

Rather less attached to traditions ancient or modern is the nature poetry of Don
Welch. The dimension Welch often adds to his presentation of the things and events
of the natural world is surrealism. Of course there's a sense in which surrealism is
by now traditional, but I think this is when it's used as an end in itself, when the
surreality is the meaning. What is most interesting to me about Welch's work is the
way he will use surrealism to take us away from thingness, only to bring us back
to the thing, our minds freshened by the excursion out of order. It is waking to a
sunlit day after a night of good dreaming, and I like it.

Individual poems express this movement, this manipulation, and so does the
volume as a whole, with its section "This Local Journal Man" being most notably
dream-like. Here is the ending of the volume's title poem, "Dead Horse Table," in
which the barrenness of the geography is described in a surrealistic passage, which
then gives way to flat reportage as the poem closes—it reminds me a little of
Stuart Friebert:

. . . dreams know us as the most succulent
moments they can swim into on their way
from deep edens to the local well company.
That's why dreams eat us with their
biggest molars. Baring their squat power,
they squash our equators, which rise
like exploded hugs to meet tooth's
corrugated urge.
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Otherwise. Our Lady of Succor Church
is the only relief on Dead Horse Table.
It gleams at the corner of two roads,
one alkali, one gravel.

Like Gill, Welch also has some excellent poems about people, many of which again
move in and out between the complicated and the spare in statement.

After you've read Don Welch's poetry you're going to know Anton Pilic and
Spade Scharnweber quite well. Moreover you'll have meditated on your own death
in a way that never occurred to you before. You will have looked with fresh eyes
at a sparrow (yes, this is still possible) and identified with tree bark. You may wish
you were a Nebraskan. I mean it's fascinating—don't put off these experiences.

JAMES McGowAN

Near The Bone, by Doug Flaherty, Pentagram Press, 1975. n.p.

What makes us choose one book from the pile as we look through dozens? What
draws us into this book of poems and holds us when we only flip through and then
reject many others? I don't think excellence alone can be the answer, for there are
hundreds of acceptably fine poets writing at any time. And besides, "excellence" is
often a controversial and personal label at best.

I would suggest that if any reviewer is to be honest, then he or she must often
say that from among many fine books, this one was chosen to linger over because
of an emotional, personal, and subjective response. At this time, in my life, these
poems appeal. Five years from now, the poems will not have changed; their "ex-
cellence" will remain. I, however, will not be the same person, and though I may
remember that I once responded to these poems, there is no guarantee they will
continue to appeal to me. I might recognize their excellence, but not their relevance,
except in the way that we think fondly of an old friendship or love affair that
contributed in ways to our lives, was needed for a while, and then was gone.

So we choose our poems, both those we write and those we read, on the basis
of immediate personal need on any given day. And so at present I am responding
with interest and intensity to the poems of Doug Flaherty in NEAR THE BONE,
for I too hunt. I camp, I farm. 1 fish I notice tracks in the snow (even when they
are my own), and above all, I love Flaherty's book, illustrated with powerful
drawings by Harley Elliott (I especially like the ghostly bear on the cover), is
divided into three sections: "Fu-st Hunt." "A Love Tangle of Roots," and "Good
Thief Cotne Home."

From the first section I like best the poems of winter, for I also seem to be a
"winter poet." In "Snow." a stark image ends the poem:

Pins on the clothes line
are the bleached bones of
winter wrens who refuse to fall.

Always appealing to me is the ordinary, transformed by an intriguing metaphor.
If, as in this stanza and many others, the sound effects lend a noticeable orchestra-
tion of their own, so much the better.

Not a winter poem, but one of wandering and returning and the continuity of
life is "Moving AH Ways At Once," which begins in part:

I move this way once
at a time ever passing
the farmhouse at dusk seeing
the barn lit by expectation.

I have arrived a long time
down this worn road of curves...

The effect created in these opening lines of the first two stanzas—the paradox of
motion both arrested and continued simultaneously—seems a perfect representation
of that in us that longs to stay yet longs to leave.

The sheep in the last two stanzas, "floating dazed/in their wooly white clouds.. ."
stay to their old ways,
weaving their mysterious will
onto the backs of strangers.

and seem to embody the air of perpetuation that hovers over the whole poem, like
myth or fairy tale.
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This same theme, in reverse and in reverse again, begins the first poem, "Par-
frey's Glen," in the second section. The lovers walk a stream back to its source, and
they themselves "fade away" back to their own beginnings as a "speck of carbon
and light/setting out for shore." This archetypal focus on sources, both beginnings
from and returnings to, predominates in this book.

The poem called "A Love Tangle of Roots." for which the second section is
named, is a selection of brief, vivid, isolated images in rather haiku-like form,
many of which are sensuous love poems, as are those grouped as "Body Shapes":

Your body pushes up to meet us
My love enters as you hold me
from tunneling to the grave.

Flaherty seems to have constant awareness of what one might call in a non-religious
way, "eternal life," evidenced through his frequent references to cycles: death,
birth, rebirth. Yet there is nothing vague or abstract here, no matter how cosmic
the underlying theme. Scarcely a line exists without a strong image in it: love
making, the land and its seasons, birds, animals, insects. The reader can take
pleasure in the sound and imagery alone before deciding whether or not to pause
and enter the poem more deeply.

And once entered, the poem provides both wholeness and rather stunning
parts, as, "I hear the sand's refusal/to be reduced beyond itself," in Flaherty's "Good
Thief Come Home," a swim in what always seems for him to be the primordial
sea. Past, present, and eternity are always simultaneously present in these poems,
but always in powerful and sensuous imagery, a separate study in itself.

GRACE BUTCHER

Our Thanks to
ARTHUR JOSEPH GEIGEL II

For Financial Assistance
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Seaman, David W Tennis Match 17:28
Shershow, Scott Composition in Red and Blue 15:34

Some Kind of Apocalypse 17:42
Shihab, Naomi Good Morning 15:35
Simones, Pam _ Untitled 15:36
Slate, Ron M Still Life 17:29
Slesinger, Warren Wooden Rose 19:41
Smith, Barbara Acquaintance 16:16
Sneller, Del Paraplegic (March 3, 1976) 20:28
Stansberger, Rick Importance of Potatoes, The 20:29

Prodigious Bust, A 13:24
Stephens, Rosemary Aftermath 14:20

Grandmother Poem, The 18:31
Stessel, Harry Lost 19:42

To My Ancestors 18:32
Stocking, Fred Once I Saw 18:22
Stull, Richard Small Town Procedure .. ....18:33
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Swets, R. D Beginning with a Harmony by Bach 20:30
Burning Black Walnut Wood 17:30
Medicine Pouch 20:30
Vision in the Americas 19:43

Swiniarski, M. A Folding for Storage 17:31
Tarachow, Michael In Fremont, Wisconsin 19:44
Thompson, Jean L Crop The 18:34
Thompson. Pat Easter Song, The 11:31
Thorne. Evelyn From a Chinese Scroll 16:17
Tongue. Margaret Written in Contemplation of a

Journey West 14:21
Wade, Grace Desirable Clarity, A 14:22
Walker, Lois V Afterclaps: Explorer 20:31
Wallace, Robert August: in the Decline and Fall 18:36

Doors 17:32
Love Poems 17:33
Malveira Da Serra 18:35

Wallace, Ronald Curse, The 19:45
Warmbrod, Nancy Compton ....Possessed 17:34
Westwood, Norma J Isolate 19:46
Wheatcroft, John Father's Day at Forty-nine 18:37
Wier, Dara My Uncle Reads Lips 19:47
Wild. Peter Saturday Night 12:26

Sheriff 19:48
Williams, Dennis Low Man 17:35
Wilson, Austin Flood, The 18:38
Witt, Harold Elmer Slater 18:39
Woods, Carl Unseen Beast 20:32
Young, Virginia Brady Couple of Facts, A 12:29

January Tree 12:27
Pounding of Nails, The 19:49
Present Perfect 12:28

Zander, William Mummy's Curse. The 19:50
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Contributors
LINDA ALLARDT, an Emerson scholar, also appeared in the last issue of HPR.

JOHN ALLMAN has been in Poetry Now, Beloit, Northwest, Poetry, Chowder
Review, and others.

JANE AUGUSTINE writes and teaches in New York City. She has appeared in
many feminist and little magazines,

RICHARD BLESSING is a frequent contributor to HPR: a poet, critic, professor,
and former jock.

MICHAEL CADNUM, California born and bred, is appearing for the first time in
HPR. He has also published poetry in Prairie Schooner. Midwest Quarterly, and
Michigan Quarterly.

DAVE ETTER's latest collection of poetry is Bright Mississippi, from John Judson's
Juniper Press.

CAROL FROST lives in upper New York, has poems in North American Review,
Antioch Review and Shenandoah, and has recently studied with Philip Booth and
W. D. Snodgrass at Syracuse.

LAUREL GINTER was born in Windsor, Vermont in 1951, and works in the
Recorder's Office at the University of Vermont.

MAY HARDING has two books of poetry out. and is Assistant Professor of English
at Southern Connecticut State College.

DAVID HOPES is a graduate of Hiram College who is studying at Syracuse
University.

THOMAS JOHNSON, poet and editor, has appeared previously in HPR.

DENNIS KIEVETS, photographer and professor, supplies yet another cover photo
for HPR.

MARY LONNBERG Smith has just begun writing poetry. This is her second poem
in print.

GEORGE ELLA LYON is a native of Kentucky, a graduate student, and a recent
mother.

JANET McCANN. a lecturer in English at Texas A & M, has recent poems in
Bitterroot, Descant, and others.

JUDITH McCOMBS has poems in Aphra. Poetry Northwest, Fiddlehead, and the
anthology, We Become New. She is currently teaching at the Center for Creative
Studies in Detroit.

ROBERT McGOVERN is a widely published poet, and the co-editor of the Ashland
Poetry Press.

NAT J. NELSON lives near Mankato, Minn., with her husband, his 90-year-old
mother, three of their five kids, and several pets.

ARTHUR POWERS is from Illinois, has lived in Brazil for four years, and has
published poems in many little magazines.

LEN ROBERTS is working on a Ph.D. in American Lit at Lehigh, teaches at a
Community College, and lives in an old Pennsylvania farmhouse.

DEL SNELLER is a former college professor who now works in a factory and
writes poetry. His book, Secret and Silent in the Earth, should be out soon.

RICK STANSBURGER was born in Massillon, Ohio, in 1950. He's a grad student
at Bowling Green State University, and his totem is the groundhog.

R. D. SWETS edits For the Time. Being, reviews for Margins, sets type in Grand
Rapids, Mich., and writes poems—many of them published in HPR.

LOIS V. WALKER is a fifth-grade teacher in Hicksville. N.Y., and has been
published in Miscellany, Street, Small Pond, and College English.

CARL WOODS works on a ranch in California, and has published over 100 poems.
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